Transition From GABAergic to Glycinergic Synaptic Transmission in Newly Formed Spinal Networks
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Gao, Bao-Xi, Christian Stricker, and Lea Ziskind-Conhaim. Transition from GABAergic to glycineergic synaptic transmission in newly formed spinal networks. J Neurophysiol 86: 492–502, 2001. The role of glycineergic and GABAergic systems in mediating spontaneous synaptic transmission in newly formed neural networks was examined in motoneurons in the developing rat spinal cord. Properties of action potential–independent miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) mediated by glycine and GABA_A receptors (GlyR and GABA_A receptors) were studied in spinal cord slices of 17- to 18-day-old embryos (E17–18) and 1- to 3-day-old postnatal rats (P1–3). mIPSC frequency and amplitude significantly increased after birth, while their decay time decreased. To determine the contribution of glycineergic and GABAergic synapses to those changes, GlyR- and GABA_A-R-mediated mIPSCs were isolated based on their pharmacological properties. Two populations of pharmacologically distinct mIPSCs were recorded in the presence of glycine or GABA_A receptors antagonists: bicuculline-resistant, fast-decaying postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) mediated by glycine and GABA_A receptors (GlyR and GABA_A receptors) were studied in spinal cord slices of 17- to 18-day-old embryos (E17–18) and 1- to 3-day-old postnatal rats (P1–3). mIPSC frequency and amplitude significantly increased after birth, while their decay time decreased. To determine the contribution of glycineergic and GABAergic synapses to those changes, GlyR- and GABA_A-R-mediated mIPSCs were isolated based on their pharmacological properties. Two populations of pharmacologically distinct mIPSCs were recorded in the presence of glycine or GABA_A receptors antagonists: bicuculline-resistant, fast-decaying GlyR-mediated mIPSCs, and strychnine-resistant, slow-decaying GABA_A-R-mediated mIPSCs. The frequency of GABA_A-R-mediated mIPSCs was fourfold higher than that of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs at E17–18, indicating that GABAergic synaptic sites were functionally dominant at early stages of neural network formation. Properties of GABA_A-R-mediated mIPSC amplitude fluctuations changed from primarily unimodal skewed distribution at E17–18 to Gaussian mixtures with two to three discrete components at P1–3. A developmental shift from primarily long-duration GABAergic mIPSCs to short-duration glycineergic mIPSCs was evident after birth, when the frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs increased 10-fold. This finding suggested that either the number of glycineergic synapses or the probability of vesicular glycine release increased during the period studied. The increased frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs was associated with more than a twofold increase in their mean amplitude, and in the number of motoneurons in which mIPSC amplitude fluctuations were best fitted by multi-component Gaussian curves. A third subpopulation of mIPSCs was apparent in the absence of glycine and GABA_A receptor antagonists: mIPSCs with both fast and slow decay components. Based on their dual-component decay time and their suppression by either strychnine or bicuculline, we assumed that these were generated by the activation of co-localized postsynaptic glycine and GABA_A receptors. The contribution of mixed glycine-GABA synaptic sites to the generation of mIPSCs did not change after birth. The developmental switch from predominantly long-duration GABAergic inhibitory synaptic currents to short-duration glycineergic currents might serve as a mechanism regulating neuronal excitation in the developing spinal networks.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Glycine and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) are the primary inhibitory neurotransmitters in mammalian spinal cord and brain stem (Curtis et al. 1968; Kmjevic et al. 1977; Schneider and Fyffe 1992; Werman et al. 1968; Yoshimura and Nishi 1995; reviewed by Davidoff and Hackman 1983). The two neurotransmitters activate pharmacologically distinct ionotropic receptors that are permeable to chloride ions. Immunohistochemical studies have shown that glycine- and GABA-like immunoreactivity are coexpressed in spinal neurons, and that the extent of their coexpression in nerve terminals depends on the laminae (reviewed by Todd and Spike 1993). Furthermore, glycine and GABA receptors are co-localized at postsynaptic sites in various layers of the spinal cord (Bohlhalter et al. 1994; Örnhug et al. 1994; Todd and Sullivan 1990; Todd et al. 1996), indicating a possible synergism in the function of the two amino acids in spinal neurons. Support for mixed glycine-GABA synaptic sites with synergistic action was demonstrated in recent electrophysiological and morphological findings proposing that glycine and GABA are not only coexpressed in the same nerve terminals, but are also co-stored in synaptic vesicles in presynaptic terminals making synaptic contacts on sensory and motoneurons (Chaudhry et al. 1998; Chéry and Koninck 1999; Jonas et al. 1998). It has been hypothesized that simultaneous activation of glycine and GABA_A receptors that produces dual-component, fast- and slow-decaying synaptic currents might play a role in the fine-tuning of synaptic integration in the spinal cord.

The roles of glycine and GABA in mediating inhibitory synaptic transmission have been studied extensively in the rodent spinal cord, but little is known about their relative contribution to synaptic transmission during the period of neural network formation. In a previous study we have suggested that the density of GABA_A receptors expressed in embryonic motoneurons is higher than that of glycine receptors, as evident by the threefold larger GABA- than glycine-induced somatic currents generated by exogenous applications of the neurotransmitters (Gao and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995). A large increase in glycine currents is apparent after birth, when the two agonists produce somatic currents with similar amplitudes. The high density of GABA-gated currents is temporally
correlated with the transient appearance of GABA immunoreactivity in most developing spinal neurons (Ma et al. 1992; Walton et al. 1993). The functional importance of the abundant expression of GABA in embryonic spinal cord is unknown, but it has been hypothesized that in addition to its role as neurotransmitter, GABA is a neurotrophic substance that modulates neuronal development and synaptogenesis (reviewed by Lauder 1993; Meier et al. 1991; Ziskind-Conhaim 1998). GABA and glycine depolarize neurons in the developing rodent spinal cord (Gao and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995; Takahashi 1984; Wu et al. 1992), resulting in the activation of voltage-dependent Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and transient elevation of cytoplasmic Ca\(^{2+}\) (Reichling et al. 1994; Ziskind-Conhaim 1998). It is likely that the relatively long-duration GABAergic currents (Chéry and Koninck 1999; Yoshimura and Nishi 1995) are more effective than the glycine currents in triggering transient increase in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\). The increased cytoplasmic Ca\(^{2+}\) might initiate cellular mechanisms underlying neuronal development and neural network formation (Fields and Nelson 1993; Gosh et al. 1993; Kocsis et al. 1993; Spitzer 1994).

The primary objective of our study was to determine the relative contribution of pure and mixed glycine and GABA synaptic sites to spontaneous inhibitory transmission during the period of extensive synaptogenesis in the mammalian spinal cord. Experiments were designed to determine whether developmental changes in synaptic transmission are associated with changes in presynaptic transmitter release and/or in properties of postsynaptic receptors/channels of the two neurotransmitters systems.

Preliminary data from this study have been presented in an abstract form (Gao and Ziskind-Conhaim 1999).

**M E T H O D S**

**Spinal cord preparation**

Lumbar spinal cords were isolated from Sprague-Dawley rat embryos at 17–18 days of gestation (E17–18, birth is at E21–22), and from 1- to 3-day-old postnatal rats (P1–3). The procedure for spinal cord dissection was similar to that described previously (Gao et al. 1998). A pregnant rat was lightly anesthetized with ether, decapitated, and embryos were removed into cold dissection solution and decapitated. Postnatal rats were anesthetized by hypothermia. The lumbar region of the spinal cord was removed after ventral laminctomy and placed in oxygenated cold dissection solution. The dissection solution contained (in mM) 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 4 CaCl\(_2\), 1.1 MgCl\(_2\), 4.2 HEPES, and 11 glucose (pH 7.2–7.4). The isolated spinal cord was embedded in agar (2% in extracellular solution). Transverse slices, 350–11 glucose (pH 7.2–7.4). The isolated spinal cord was embedded in agar (2% in extracellular solution). Transverse slices, 350

**Whole cell recording**

Slices were transferred into a recording chamber, which was mounted on the stage of an upright microscope and were superfused with aerated extracellular solution at room temperature. Whole cell patch-clamp recordings were carried out in visually identified large neurons in the medial and lateral ventral horn using infrared differential interference contrast (DIC) optics (Gao et al. 1998; MacVicar 1984). These neurons were assumed to be motoneurons. Patch electrodes were pulled to tip resistances of 3–5 MΩ using a multi-stage puller (Sutter Instruments). Electrodos were filled with solution composed of (in mM) 149 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 0.2 EGTA, 1 Mg-ATP, and 0.1 GTP. The solution was adjusted to pH 7.2 using CsOH, and the osmolality was 290 mOsm. Recordings were carried out at room temperature (20–22°C). After the formation of a gig-ohm seal and membrane rupture to obtain whole cell recording, the cell capacitance and series resistance were electronically compensated. Typically, the series resistance was two- to threefold higher than the pipette resistance and was compensated by >60%.

Recordings were carried out only in neurons in which depolarizing test pulses produced fast voltage-dependent inward Na\(^+\) current.

To record action potential–independent miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs), TTX (1 μM) was added to the extracellular solution to block voltage-gated Na\(^+\) current. In the presence of TTX, mIPSC frequency was approximately 0.1 Hz at E17–18 and 0.3 Hz at P1–3 (Gao et al. 1998).

To acquire a large sample of mIPSCs for statistical analysis, experiments were performed in high extracellular K\(^+\) (18 mM). High-K\(^+\)-induced increase in mIPSC frequency does not result in a significant number of summing miniature currents (Gao et al. 1998). Recordings were carried out at a holding potential (HP) of −60 mV. With Cl\(^−\) equilibrium potential close to 0 mV, mIPSCs appeared as inward currents. To increase the kinetic differences between glycine and GABA mIPSCs, the experiments discussed in this manuscript were carried out in the presence of flunitrazepam (Flu, 2 μM), a benzodiazepine that selectively slows the decay of GABA\(_A\)-R-mediated mIPSCs (Mellor et al. 1997). Glutamate-mediated excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were blocked by D-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (D-APV, 20 μM), a N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, 5–10 μM), a non-NMDA receptor antagonist. Synaptic currents were recorded using either Axopatch-1D or Axopatch 200A amplifiers (Axon Instruments). Currents were filtered at 1 kHz, digitized at 5 kHz, and stored on optical disk for later analysis. Continuous recordings were carried out for 10 min or until >150 mIPSCs were recorded at E17–18, and >250 events were recorded at P1–3.

**Data analysis**

The threshold for detection of mIPSC was set at 2 pA above the background noise. mIPSCs and events in the baseline noise were detected and measured using Mini Analysis software (Synaptosoft). Kinetic analysis was performed on averaged mIPSCs, which were obtained by lining up the rising phase of single mIPSCs. In most motoneurons, more than 100 events were averaged. Kinetic analysis included the following: peak amplitude, rise time from 10 to 90% peak amplitude, and decay time constant (decay τ). In most mIPSCs, the time course of decay was best fitted with the sum of two exponentials, and amplitude-weighted decay τ was calculated by summing the two time constants, weighted by their fractional contribution to the amplitude. Data are presented as means ± SE. Student’s t-test was used to determine the statistical significance (P < 0.05).

**Statistical analysis of amplitude distributions**

Probability density functions (PDFs) were generated by convolving each mIPSC population with a normal distribution (Stricker et al. 1994) having a mean of zero and a standard deviation of the baseline noise. This standard deviation of the convolving normal distribution was chosen to account for the unimodality and the skewness of the distributions. Large amplitude mIPSCs that formed the tail of amplitude distributions were filtered out to minimize the bias of the estimates. Amplitude histograms were plotted based on a binwidth of 2 pA.

The optimal parameters of each mode were determined using the
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FIG. 1. Traces of continuously recorded miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) in embryonic day 17 (E17) and postnatal day 2 (P2) motoneurons. mIPSC frequency was lower at E17 (0.3 Hz) than at P2 (1.1 Hz). Larger amplitude and shorter duration mIPSCs were more evident at P2 than at E17. Recordings shown in this and all other figures were performed in the presence of d-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (d-APV; 20 μM) and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinolinoxide-2,3-dione (CNQX; 10 μM), and at a holding potential (HP) of −60 mV. Under our experimental conditions, E<sub>H</sub> was close to 0 mV, and mIPSCs were recorded as inward currents.

Expectation-Maximization algorithm. The formulas required were those derived by Stricker and Redman (1994). The algorithm corresponded to that for optimal fitting of the noise. The Gaussians in the mixture were constrained to be equal or larger than the noise variance.

Statistical procedures were designed to allow a systematic evaluation of possible models of synaptic transmission that might have generated the amplitude distribution of mIPSCs, using a null hypothesis for rejection in each case. The null hypothesis test was based on the ability of each model to fit the measured PDF. When the null hypothesis could not be rejected, the model with the smaller number of parameters describing the PDFs.

RESULTS

Developmental changes in mIPSC properties

mIPSC properties were examined at E17–18, when excitatory monosynaptic connections are first formed on motoneurons (Kudo and Yamada 1987; Ziskind-Conhaim 1990), and after birth (P1–3), when the frequency of spontaneous synaptic events significantly increases (Gao et al. 1998; Xie and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995; Ziskind-Conhaim 1988). Examples of high-K<sup>+</sup>-induced mIPSCs recorded in E17 and P2 motoneurons are shown in Fig. 1. In those neurons, mIPSC frequencies were 0.3 and 1.1 Hz at E17 and P2, respectively. Characteristically, primarily long-duration mIPSCs were recorded in embryonic motoneurons, while shorter duration mIPSCs were evident after birth.

During the 8-day period studied, mIPSC frequency increased threefold: from 0.34 ± 0.07 (SE) Hz at E17–18 to 0.90 ± 0.11 Hz at P1–3 (Table 1). The higher frequency might be attributed to the formation of new inhibitory synaptic sites or an increased probability of transmitter release. It is unlikely that the postnatal increase in mIPSC frequency resulted from developmental changes in the probability of transmitter release. High-K<sup>+</sup> solution produced a similar three- to fourfold increase in mEPSC and mIPSC frequencies in motoneurons of both embryonic (n = 3) and postnatal (n = 3) rats (unpublished observations).

The developmental increase in mIPSC frequency was associated with an increase in the mean amplitude, changing from 40.4 ± 7.2 pA at E17–18 (n = 7) to 64.9 ± 9.2 pA at P1–3 (n = 7, Table 1). To determine whether the characteristics of mIPSC amplitude distribution changed during this period, analyses of PDFs were performed in seven motoneurons in each age group. Based on the quantal theory of transmitter release, miniature currents are generated by the release of single vesicles (del Castillo and Katz 1954; Isaacson and Walmsley 1995; Redman 1990). Therefore the first component in multiple-component Gaussian curves (e.g., Fig. 3D) represents the unitary current generated by the release of a single vesicle, and the additional components might be attributed to multi-vesicular release. Our findings showed that in 71% (n = 5/7) of embryonic motoneurons, mIPSC amplitude fluctuations were best fitted by Gaussian mixtures with two to three discrete components. After birth, 86% (n = 6/7) of motoneurons exhibited mIPSC amplitude fluctuations that were best fitted with multiple Gaussian curves with two to six distinct peaks. The estimated size of the first component was 19.4 ± 3.4 pA (n = 5) at E17–18, not significantly smaller than the 33.9 ± 8.2 pA (n = 6) recorded after birth (Table 1).

To determine whether the basic kinetic properties of mIPSCs changed after birth, rise time and decay τs of averaged mIPSCs were analyzed. Our findings showed that while there was no change in mIPSC rise time, significantly shorter mIPSC decay τs were apparent after birth. Decay τ1 decreased from 84.4 ± 8.1 ms at E17–18 to 25.8 ± 3.3 ms at P1–3, and a similar threefold decrease was estimated for decay τ2, which was reduced from 441.0 ± 47.4 ms at E17–18 to 139.8 ± 9.1 ms at P1–3 (Table 1). At both ages, τ1 contributed approximately 65% to the peak amplitude, and amplitude-weighted mean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Frequency, Hz</th>
<th>Mean Amplitude, pA</th>
<th>Unitary Current, pA</th>
<th>Rise Time, ms</th>
<th>Decay τ1, ms</th>
<th>Decay τ2, ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E17–18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.07</td>
<td>40.4 ± 7.2 (7)</td>
<td>19.4 ± 3.4 (5)</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>84.4 ± 8.1</td>
<td>441.0 ± 47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1–3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.11*</td>
<td>64.9 ± 9.2 (7)</td>
<td>33.9 ± 8.2 (6)</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>25.8 ± 3.3*</td>
<td>139.8 ± 9.1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n is number of motoneurons; number of motoneurons is in parentheses. Miniature inhibitory postsynaptic current (mIPSC) frequency increased approximately 3-fold after birth, and the mean amplitude increased about 60% during the same developmental period. Significantly shorter duration mIPSCs were recorded after birth, as evident by the 3-fold decrease in the decay τs. Averaged amplitude-weighted decay τs were 216.7 ± 25.6 ms (n = 7) at E17–18, and 65.0 ± 9.0 ms (n = 11) at P1–3. The unitary currents were calculated from the probability density functions (PDFs) that were generated from mIPSCs recorded in 7 motoneurons in each age group. * Significantly different than at E17–18, P < 0.05.
decay $\tau$ were 216.7 ± 25.6 ($n = 7$) and 65.0 ± 9.0 ($n = 11$) before and after birth, respectively.

To rule out the possibility that the decrease in decay $\tau$ resulted from a developmental decrease in membrane resistance (e.g., Xie and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995; Ziskind-Conhaim 1988), decay $\tau$ of 10% of mIPSCs with the fastest rise time were analyzed. It was assumed that the fastest rising mIPSCs were generated near the soma and therefore were adequately voltage clamped and not influenced by changes in membrane resistance. Decay $\tau$ could not be used as a criterion for the isolation of fast mIPSCs that were generated close to the soma, because glycinergic and GABAergic mIPSCs had different decay $\tau$ (see Table 2). The averaged rise time of the fastest mIPSCs was twofold faster than that estimated for the entire mIPSC population; 1.01 ± 0.13 ms at E17–18 and 1.36 ± 0.15 ms at P1–3 (Fig. 2). Similar to the developmental decrease in decay $\tau$ of the entire population of mIPSCs, the decay $\tau$ of the fastest mIPSCs decreased two- to threefold after birth. Decay $\tau_1$ decreased from 57.6 ± 6.6 ms at E17–18 to 22.2 ± 3.3 ms at P1–3, and shorter $\tau_2$ was also apparent during the same period: changing from 323.2 ± 55.5 ms to 107.3 ± 14.7. This finding supported our hypothesis that the developmental decrease in decay $\tau$ was not related to the age-dependent decrease in membrane resistance.

**Frequency and amplitude of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs increased after birth**

To determine the contribution of glycinergic and GABAergic synaptic transmission to the developmental changes in mIPSC properties, GlyR- and GABA$_A$R-mediated mIPSCs were isolated pharmacologically using specific glycine and GABA$_A$ receptors antagonists. GlyR-mediated mIPSCs were recorded in the presence of bicuculline methiodide (5–10 $\mu$M), a GABA$_A$R antagonist (Figs. 3A and 4A). Bicuculline-resistant mIPSCs were blocked by strychnine (0.4–0.5 $\mu$M), a GlyR antagonist (not shown), indicating that those were GlyR-mediated mIPSCs. Examples of traces representing averaged GlyR-mediated mIPSCs at E18 and P2 are shown in Figs. 3B and 4B.

The frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs increased 10-fold between E17–18 and P1–3 (Table 2), suggesting a substantial increase in either the number of functional glycinergic synapses and/or in the probability of high-K$^+$–induced spontaneous presynaptic release of glycine during the period studied.

The mean amplitude of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs increased twofold after birth, changing from 20.1 ± 4.4 pA ($n = 5$) at E17–18 to 42.4 ± 8.8 pA ($n = 9$) at P1–3 (Table 2). Several factors might contribute to the increase in mIPSC amplitude including a developmental increase in quantal size, higher density of postsynaptic receptors, larger channel conductance, and increased probability of multiple vesicular releases. To determine whether the developmental increase in mean amplitude was associated with changes in the characteristics of mIPSC amplitude distribution, analyses of PDFs were performed in five embryonic and nine postnatal motoneurons. Our findings showed that in 60% ($n = 3/5$) of E17–18 motoneurons, GlyR-mediated mIPSC amplitude fluctuations were best fitted by a Gaussian mixture with two to three discrete components, and the size of the first component was 17.6 ± 2.1 pA. In contrast, in all P1–3 motoneurons ($n = 9/9$), mIPSC amplitude fluctuations were best fitted by Gaussian mixtures with two to four components, but the size of the first component, 22.6 ± 3.5 pA ($n = 9$), was similar to that measured at E17–18 (Table 2).

The rise and decay times of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs did not change after birth. The rise time was 3.0 ± 0.4 ms at E17–18 and 2.4 ± 0.2 ms at P1–3 (Table 2). Decay time constants...
Frequency and amplitude of GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs did not change after birth

GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs were recorded in the presence of strychnine (0.4–0.5 μM, Figs. 5A and 6A), a selective glycine receptor antagonist at concentrations <1 μM (Jonas et al. 1998). Strychnine-resistant mIPSCs were blocked by bicuculline (not shown), confirming that these were GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs. The frequency of GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs was 0.26 Hz at E17–18, fourfold higher than the frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs (Table 2). The frequency of GABAergic currents did not change after birth, suggesting that there was no increase in the number of GABAergic synaptic sites on motoneurons.

The mean amplitude of GABAergic mIPSCs was 23.4 ± 3.3 pA (Table 2). An increase in the mean amplitude of GABAergic mIPSCs was significant between E17–18 and P1–3 (Table 2).

Frequency and amplitude of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs were recorded at P2 rather than at E17 (Fig. 1). No significant change was observed during development (Table 2). The mean amplitude of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs increased significantly postnatally from 20.1 ± 4.4 pA (E17–18) to 42.4 ± 8.8 pA (P1–3) (Table 2).

### Table 2. Developmental changes in the properties of pharmacologically isolated glycinergic and GABAergic mIPSCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Glycine</th>
<th>GABA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E17–18</td>
<td>P1–3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, Hz</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean amplitude, pA</td>
<td>20.1 ± 4.4 (5)</td>
<td>42.4 ± 8.8 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitary current, pA</td>
<td>17.6 ± 2.1 (3)</td>
<td>22.6 ± 3.5 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise time, ms</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay t1, ms</td>
<td>13.0 ± 2.8</td>
<td>14.4 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decay t2, ms</td>
<td>64.8 ± 14.0</td>
<td>70.0 ± 6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.08†</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.05†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.4 ± 3.3 (5)</td>
<td>22.7 ± 2.5† (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.6 ± 1.1† (1)</td>
<td>17.9 ± 2.9† (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.2†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90.1 ± 12.4†</td>
<td>60.8 ± 5.9†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>473.1 ± 68.3†</td>
<td>303.8 ± 29.7††</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; number of motoneurons for E17–18 is 7 and for P1–3 is 11. The frequency and mean amplitude of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs significantly increased postnatally, and the duration of GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs significantly decreased. PDFs were generated in 5 embryonic and 9 postnatal motoneurons. Similar size glycinergic and GABAergic unitary currents were recorded at both ages. * Significantly different than at E17–18, P < 0.05. † Significantly different than GlyR-mediated mIPSCs at the same age, P < 0.05. ‡ Error derived from sampled mIPSCs.
A significant change in mIPSC amplitude fluctuations was evident after birth, when amplitude distributions in 78% (n = 7/9) of motoneurons were best fitted with a Gaussian mixture consisting of two to three discrete components. The size of the first component was 17.9 ± 2.9 pA (n = 7), not significantly smaller than the first component of glycinergic currents.

The decay time of GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs significantly decreased postnatally, as evident by faster decay τ<sub>1</sub> changed from 90.1 ± 12.4 ms (n = 7) at E17–18 to 60.8 ± 5.9 ms (n = 11) at P1–3, and τ<sub>2</sub> decreased from 437.1 ± 68.3 ms to 303.8 ± 29.7 ms during the same period (Table 2). Similar to GlyR-mediated mIPSCs, τ<sub>1</sub> contributed 66% to the peak amplitude, and amplitude-weighted averaged decay τ<sub>s</sub> were 220.1 ± 31.8 (n = 7) and 143.4 ± 13.5 ms (n = 11) in embryonic and postnatal motoneurons, respectively.

The average decay τ<sub>s</sub> of GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs were four- to sevenfold slower than those of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs. This was partly due to the effect of flunitrazepam (Flu, 2 μM), which selectively prolongs the duration of GABAergic but not glycinergic synaptic currents (Nusser et al. 1997). However, even in the absence of Flu, the decay τ<sub>5</sub> of GABAergic mIPSCs were two- to fourfold slower than those of glycinergic currents (not shown).

**Properties of mixed GlyR- and GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs**

At the beginning of each experiment, before GlyR- or GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated mIPSCs were blocked, three types of mIPSCs were apparent: fast-decaying glycinergic mIPSCs, slow-decaying GABAergic mIPSCs and dual-component, mixed fast- and slow-decaying currents (Fig. 7). These dual-component mIPSCs were not observed in the presence of either bicuculline or strychnine, suggesting that they were generated by simultaneous activation of colocalized glycine and GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors.

To determine the contribution of pure glycinergic and GABAergic synaptic sites and mixed glycine-GABA sites to spontaneous inhibitory transmission, the three mIPSC subpopulations were kinetically isolated based on their decay τ<sub>s</sub>. In each motoneuron, the averaged traces of pharmacologically isolated glycinergic and GABAergic mIPSCs were used as
templates to distinguish between the three types of mIPSCs (Fig. 8). Individual mIPSCs were classified as pure glycnergic or GABAergic if their decay $t_1$ and $t_2$ were within $\pm 1$ SD of the averaged decay $t$s of GlyR- and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs. Two criteria were required to distinguish the dual-component, fast-slow-decaying mIPSCs from the pure mIPSCs: 1) decay $t_1$ was more than $\pm 1$ SD faster than $t_1$ of GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSC, and 2) decay $t_2$ was at $\pm 1$ SD of the average decay $t_2$ of GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs. It is conceivable that the fraction of dual-component mIPSCs in the total mIPSC population was slightly underestimated, because in $<10\%$ of mIPSCs with obvious fast-slow-decaying components, the decay could not be fitted well with two exponentials. Those mIPSCs were not included in the analysis. An example of the three mIPSC subpopulations isolated based on their kinetic properties is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows an example of averaged dual-component glycine-GABA–mediated mIPSC in a P2 motoneuron. The finding that the monotonic rise time of dual-component mIPSCs was similar to that of GlyR- and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs (Tables 2 and 3) supported the assumption that those mIPSCs were produced by simultaneous activation of glycine and GABA receptors. In both embryonic and postnatal motoneurons, decay times of the dual-component mIPSCs were slower than the decay times of glycineergic mIPSCs but faster than those of GABAergic mIPSCs. Mean decay $t_1$ was similar to the decay $t_1$ averaged between GlyR- and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs (Table 3), and decay $t_2$ was within $\pm 1$ SD of $t_2$ of GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs. Similar to the developmental decrease of the decay time of GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs, the decay time of dual-component mIPSCs was faster after birth. The frequency of dual-component mIPSCs increased three- to fourfold after birth, changing from $0.06 \pm 0.02$ Hz at E17–18 to $0.21 \pm 0.03$ Hz at P1–3 (Table 3). The mean amplitude of the mixed mIPSCs was larger than the mean amplitudes of either pure GlyR- or pure GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs. For example, at P1–3 the mean amplitude of pure GlyR- and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs were $42.4 \pm 8.8$ and $22.7 \pm 2.5$ pA (Table 2), and the mean amplitude of dual-component mIPSCs was $68.3 \pm 4.7$ pA (Table 3), approximately an arithmetic sum of the mIPSCs generated by glycine and GABA receptors. The mean amplitude of the currents produced at mixed glycine-GABA synaptic sites did not significantly change after birth. In the example shown in Fig. 9,

FIG. 8. Similar properties characterized the averaged pharmacologically and kinetically isolated mIPSCs in a P2 motoneuron. GlyR- and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs were pharmacologically isolated in the presence of bicuculline and strychnine, respectively. Averaged GlyR-mediated mIPSC ($n = 502$ events) and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSC ($n = 189$) were superimposed to show that the decay time of GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs was significantly slower than that of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs. Pharmacologically isolated mIPSCs were used as templates to distinguish between glycineergic and GABAergic mIPSCs based on their kinetic properties. The averaged mixed glycine-GABA mIPSC had a dual-component decay time that resembled the fast- and slow-decaying phases of the superimposed GlyR- and GABA_A_R-mediated mIPSCs.

FIG. 9. Averaged dual-component glycine-GABA–mediated mIPSC recorded in a P2 motoneuron. The averaged mIPSC ($n = 173$) had a rise time of 3.0 ms, and decay $t_1$ and $t_2$ were 38.1 and 269.9 ms, respectively (A). Amplitude histograms of mIPSCs and noise fluctuations are shown in B. PD as a function of mIPSC amplitude was generated from a sample size of 165 observations and based on a noise standard deviation of 2.1 pA (C). To minimize the bias of the estimates, the analysis did not include mIPSCs with amplitudes larger than 180 pA. Two distinct components were identified at $63.6 \pm 3.6$ and $106.4 \pm 12.0$ pA (C, bottom). The associated standard deviations were $15.1 \pm 2.3$ and $30.5 \pm 4.5$ pA, respectively. The component probabilities were $0.61 \pm 0.12$ and $0.39 \pm 0.12$ (C, top).
the probability density as a function of mIPSC amplitude was best fitted by a Gaussian mixture with two components at 63.6 ± 3.6 and 106.4 ± 12.0 pA, respectively.

The percentage of each mIPSC subpopulation was determined in individual motoneurons using the kinetic analysis described above. This analysis was preferred over the analysis based on the frequency of pharmacologically isolated mIPSCs, because the kinetic characterization of each mIPSC was carried out for the total population of mIPSCs. Our findings showed that the contribution of pure glycineergic and GABAergic synaptic sites to spontaneous transmission changed between E17–18 and P1–3. GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs accounted for 51.4 ± 2.6% of the mIPSCs at E17–18, while GlyR-mediated mIPSCs and the dual-component, mixed mIPSCs constituted 23.8 ± 3.3% and 24.8 ± 4.4% of the total mIPSC population, respectively (Fig. 10). The contribution of glycineergic and GABAergic currents to inhibitory synaptic transmission was reversed after birth when 62.0 ± 5.4% (n = 11) of the mIPSCs were mediated via glycine receptors and only 17.0 ± 3.8% by GABA_A receptors. The contribution of mixed glycine-GABA synaptic sites to mIPSC generation was 21.0 ± 2.7% after birth, similar to their contribution to mIPSC population in embryonic motoneurons.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study we examined the properties of GlyR- and GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs at early stages of neural network formation in the rat spinal cord and determined the relative contribution of the glycineergic and GABAergic systems to spontaneous inhibitory synaptic transmission. Our findings demonstrated that GABAergic synaptic inputs dominated high- K^+–induced spontaneous transmission in spinal motoneurons of rat embryos, giving rise to primarily long-duration mIPSCs. Short-duration glycineergic mIPSCs were predominant after birth, indicating a developmental switch from GABAergic to glycineergic synaptic inputs during the period of extensive synaptogenesis. Our study also showed that from early stages of spinal network formation, a small fraction of mIPSCs was generated by the coactivation of glycine and GABA_A receptors at mixed synaptic sites.

### Developmental changes in the properties of pure glycineergic and GABAergic mIPSCs

The most striking developmental change in the composition of mIPSC population was the eightfold postnatal increase in the ratio of the frequency of glycine-to-GABA-mediated mIPSCs.

### Table 3. Properties of mixed glycine-GABA–mediated mIPSCs in embryonic and postnatal motoneurons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency, Hz</th>
<th>Mean Amplitude, pA</th>
<th>Rise Time, ms</th>
<th>Decay t1, ms</th>
<th>Decay t2, ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E17–18</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.02</td>
<td>56.8 ± 9.7</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>57.8 ± 4.3</td>
<td>395.7 ± 76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1–3</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.03*</td>
<td>66.3 ± 4.7</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>33.2 ± 3.3*</td>
<td>245.1 ± 27.3*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n is number of motoneurons. The frequency of dual-component mIPSCs increased 3- to 4-fold, and their duration was significantly shorter after birth. * Significantly different than at E17–18, P < 0.05.
Two mechanisms might explain the postnatal increase in the frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs: the establishment of new functional glycineric synaptic sites and/or an increase in the probability of glycine release. It is unlikely that the increase in glycineric synaptic sites in the developing spinal cord was associated with a reduction in the number of GABAergic active sites, because the frequency of GABA_A R-mediated currents remained unchanged during the period studied. A transition from GABAergic to glycineric synaptic transmission that is correlated with a decrease in the number of GABAergic synaptic sites has been demonstrated in the gerbil lateral superior olive during the first two postnatal weeks (Kotak et al. 1998).

An increased probability of glycine release might be attributed to developmental changes in structural factors such as increased Ca^{2+} channel density or an increase in the number of available glycine-containing vesicles. Although we cannot rule it out, it is unlikely that high extracellular K^+ differentially affected glycine but not GABA release in an age-dependent manner, triggering higher frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs in postnatal but not in embryonic motoneurons. If the increased frequency primarily resulted from an increased probability of transmitter release, the shapes of the mIPSC PDFs were expected to be more symmetrical than in embryonic motoneurons. In contrast, our data demonstrated slightly longer tails of the PDFs that were fitted with additional Gaussian components. A small increase in probability of multi-vesicular release might explain the additional Gaussian components that were apparent after birth.

This study demonstrated that the mean amplitude of glycineric mIPSCs increased twofold after birth, while there was no significant change in the amplitude of pure GABAergic and mixed glycine-GABA currents. The postnatal increase in the amplitude of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs is correlated with an eightfold postnatal increase in glycine current density produced by pressure ejection of glycine onto motoneuron somata (Gao and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995). Similar to our findings, that study also showed that there was no change in GABA-activated currents. The increased glycine current density might be indicative of the formation of new glycineric synaptic sites, which provides additional support for the observed increase in the frequency of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs.

Our findings showed that the first component in the amplitude distributions of neither GlyR- nor GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs changed after birth. If the first component reflected the size of the unitary current, the finding suggested that there was no change in the quantal size during the period studied. The size of the first component within the mixture might have been biased by the way the detection threshold was set to recover the mIPSCs. The extent of the bias was most likely small as the first component had a significantly larger standard deviation than the recording noise. Whereas, if the density had been affected by truncation due to the detection threshold, the first component would have had a standard deviation of roughly the size of the recording noise. The size of unitary currents measured in our study corresponded well with the quantal size of GABA_A R-mediated synaptic currents recorded in neurons in hippocampal slices, which varied between 7 and 20 pA at a holding potential of −50 mV (Edwards et al. 1990). Smaller GABAergic unitary currents of 6–8 pA were estimated from the mean separation of equally distanced Gaussian peaks in neocortical pyramidal cells (Ling and Benardo 1999).

Based on the quantal theory of transmitter release, the amplitude of miniature currents is determined by several factors including the size of the vesicular content, the concentration and time course of neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft, the number of available postsynaptic receptors, and the distance of the synapses from the recording site (reviewed by Walmsley et al. 1998). It is generally assumed that if vesicular content is sufficient to saturate the postsynaptic receptors, an increase in the magnitude of the unitary current would reflect either an increase in the number of available postsynaptic receptors or a larger channel conductance. For example, it has been shown that the size of glycineric receptor clusters is a fundamental factor that determines mIPSC amplitude in spinal cord interneurons (Oleskevich et al. 1999). Similarly, the quantal amplitude of GABAergic mIPSCs in cerebellar stellate cells is determined primarily by the number of postsynaptic GABA_A receptors (Nusser et al. 1997).

Our findings that the size of glycineric and GABAergic unitary current did not change postnatally might imply that the developmental increase in GlyR-mediated mIPSC amplitudes resulted, at least in part, from increased multi-quantal release and not from increased density of glycineric receptors at synaptic sites. The observations that, in most motoneurons, the multiple components in Gaussian curves were spaced equidistantly support the concept that mIPSC amplitudes varied quantally. However, it should be noted that for simplicity, we chose to fit Gaussians with variable means and standard deviations. We cannot exclude the possibility that the modes resulted from another process that may have been skewed.

The kinetic properties of GlyR- and GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs recorded in P1–3 motoneurons were similar to those reported in brain stem motoneurons of P1–5 rats (O’Brien and Berger 1999). In both groups of motoneurons, the rise time of glycineric and GABAergic mIPSCs was about 2 ms, and the decay τ of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs was shorter than 15 ms, while the decay τ of GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs was shorter or equal to 60 ms. Comparison of our data with findings from spinal motoneurons of P5–10 rats (Jonas et al. 1998) indicated that amplitude-weighted mean decay τ of GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs were similar at both ages. However, the mean decay τ of GlyR-mediated mIPSCs recorded in our study was 33 ms, significantly slower than the 15 ms reported in the older motoneurons. It is possible that the difference was age related. A developmental decrease in the mean decay τ of glycine-mediated evoked IPSCs has been reported in spinal sensory neurons, changing from 27 ms at E20 to 17.8, 12.0, and 5.9 ms at P4, P8, and P16, respectively (Takahashi et al. 1992). That study demonstrated that the shorter decay times are correlated with a switch in glycine receptor subunits from the embryonic α2 to the adult α1 subunit.

Our finding that the decay time constants of GABA_A R-mediated mIPSCs decreased after birth confirmed previous reports showing similar changes in the decay kinetics of GABAergic postsynaptic currents at different stages of cortical and hippocampal neurons (Dunning et al. 1999; Taketo and Yoshioka 2000). Those studies attributed the shorter decay times to changes in α-subunit composition of GABA_A receptors.
Contribution of mixed glycine-GABA synaptic sites to synaptic inhibition

Our findings suggested that a fraction of mIPSCs with fast monotonous rise time and fast- and slow-decaying components were generated by the co-release of glycine and GABA from the same synaptic vesicles and the activation of co-localized glycine and GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors at postsynaptic sites. Similar findings have been reported in spinal and hypoglossal motoneurons (Jonas et al. 1998; O'Brien and Berger 1999). Immunohistochemical studies have documented that glycine and GABA are coexpressed in nerve terminals in the adult rat spinal cord (Ornung et al. 1994; Somogyi and Llewellyn-Smith 2000; Todd and Sullivan 1990), and glycine and GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors are co-localized at postsynaptic sites (Bohnhalter et al. 1994; Todd et al. 1996). Based on those findings it has been hypothesized that the inhibitory amino acids might act synergistically on target neurons, but the relevance of such specific structural organization to the integration of inhibitory synaptic inputs has only recently been studied. The mIPSCs generated by simultaneous activation of both GlyR and GABA<sub>A</sub>R-mediated Cl<sup>-</sup>-dependent channels had an average amplitude that was approximately the arithmetic sum of glycergic and GABAergic unitary currents. The ability to modulate the amplitude and time course of postsynaptic inhibitory synaptic currents by regulating the amount of glycine and GABA released from the presynaptic interneuron might serve as a fine-tuning mechanism for synaptic integration and motor coordination. Furthermore, in pure glycineergic synapses the release of glycine is not affected by GABA<sub>A</sub> receptor–mediated presynaptic inhibition, but in the case of mixed synaptic sites, the co-release of glycine and GABA from the same nerve terminal might provide a feedback control of the release of both neurotransmitters.

The contribution of mixed glycine-GABA synaptic sites to the generation of mIPSCs did not significantly change during the 8-day period, changing from 25% before birth to 21% after birth. Higher percentage (44%) of mixed glycine-GABA synaptic specialization has been reported in motoneurons of P5–10 rats (Jonas et al. 1998), and in adult rats (46%) (Somogyi and Llewellyn-Smith 2000), indicating that at later ages the mixed glycine-GABA synapses play a more substantial role in mediating inhibitory synaptic transmission than at early stages of neural network formation.

Functional significance of the switch from GABAergic to glycineric spontaneous transmission

The developmental transition from GABAergic to glycineric synaptic transmission might have important functional implication in regulating synaptic integration in the developing spinal cord. The relatively long-duration GABAergic currents might serve as an effective mechanism for controlling the level of neuronal excitation at a period when motoneurons are incapable of firing repetitive action potentials (Gao et al. 1998; Xie and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995). The postnatal predominance of the shorter duration glycineric currents is correlated with the generation of faster and larger amplitude action potential and the ability of motoneurons to fire repetitive action potentials.

It has been suggested that in addition to its role in mediating synaptic transmission, GABA functions as a regulatory signal during development (Lauder 1993; Spoerri 1988; Ziskind-Conhaim 1998). The neurotrophic function of GABA might be related to its effect on intracellular Ca<sup>2+</sup> concentration (Connor et al. 1987; Lo et al. 1998). Glycine and GABA depolarize spinal neurons during embryonic and postnatal development (Gao and Ziskind-Conhaim 1995; Takahashi 1984; Wang et al. 1994; Wu et al. 1992), resulting in the activation of voltage-dependent Ca<sup>2+</sup> channels and a transient elevation in intracellular Ca<sup>2+</sup> (e.g., Reichling et al. 1994; Ziskind-Conhaim 1998). Although both amino acids are capable of increasing cytoplasmic Ca<sup>2+</sup>, the long-duration GABAergic currents are probably more effective in triggering Ca<sup>2+</sup>-dependent cellular mechanisms underlying neural development and synaptogenesis in the spinal cord (Fields and Nelson 1993; Kocsis et al. 1993; Spitzer 1994).
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